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“ethical
porn”?



“



Ethical
Porn
Bullshit
Bingo

IT‘S
EDUCATION

WE DON‘T 
OBJECTIFY

LIKE 
FAIRTRADE 

COFFEE

MAINSTREAM 
EXPLOITS 

GIRLS

REAL 
COUPLES 

NEXT DOOR

FEMALE-
FRIENDLY

NO BOTOX
NO SILICONE

NO HEELS

NATURAL
AMATEURS

NO FAKE 
ORGASMS

NO USE FOR
VIAGRA

WE CHANGE 
THE WORLD

PAYING FOR 
PORN IS 

FEMINIST

FROM A 
GIRL‘S POINT

OF VIEW

FEMALE
EMPOWER-

MENT

IT‘S NOT 
LABOUR.

IT‘S PASSION

HAPPY & 
HEALTHY

Phrases often used
in magazine articles and
corporate ads about
„ethical porn“



Problems
with
„ethical 
porn”

1. It‘s a label
for marketing
Can be used

by anyone

2. There are no 
clear criteria
(What the hell is

ethical porn?)

3. “Good porn”
vs. “bad porn”
distinction is 

problematic

4. Part of “fair 
trade”wave
Focus on upper-

class needs

5. Pay-off 
radical/salable
You can’t

get both

6. Ethics: not a 
fixed state!
It’s an ongoing 

discussion



Which 
company 
labels as...?

“real”,
“natural”,
“authentic”

“feminist”

“ethical”

MakeLoveNotPorn
Ersties

Lustery

Arthouse Vienna
Indie Porn Revolution

Meow Meow

Dreams of Spanking
I Shot Myself (Feck)

Light Southern

abbywinters

Lucie Blush

kink.com

JoyBear

Aorta Films
Permission4Pleasure

Erika Lust
Crashpad Series

BrightDesire

Anoushka

PinkLabel.TV

Petra Joy

1.



Common 
criteria for 
ethical porn

Consent

▫ Time for negotiations

▫ Crew respects 
boundaries

▫ You can cancel anytime

▫ No degrading scenes

Safety

▫ Safer sex supplies,

STI tests, ...

▫ Film set safety

▫ Protection of 

performer’s privacy

Compensation

▫ Fair rates

Care-taking

▫ Communication

honest & reliable

▫ Model release 

comprehensible

▫ Food, warmth,
private space on set
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But risky play
gets me off 

Would I still
get my cash?

How about
DIY shoots?

Who pays
the test?

What if I can‘t
get hard? 3===>

Don‘t ask me for
„real“ orgasm plzProofread by

your performer <3

Can it
„compensate“
for sex work
stigma?

What if
positive?

Rates: crew vs performers?



“Ethical”
sets  have 
problems,
too!

▫ „There‘s so much terrible porn out there.

But we are the good guys.

Be ethical, buy our movies!“

3.
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“When you buy at 
Starbucks,
you are buying into 
something bigger 
than a cup
of coffee”

4.

Slavoj Zizek on the Capitalist Gratification
of consuming Starbucks Coffee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P18UK5IMRDI



“When you buy 
ethical porn,
you are buying into 
something bigger 
than a
porn clip”

4.

(own variation of the Zizek quote)

EROTIC

CINEMA



The indie 
porn 
filmmaker’s 
trilemma

PICK 
TWO.

Fair rates
for everyone

Not run
into debt

Create radical
new imagery

5.



“ We should stop 
advertising as ‚ethical‘
and take more time 
reflecting the working
conditions on our sets.

6.



„authentic
porn“?



How to
create
„authentic“ 
films

Strategies

▫ special narratives

▫ selection of

performers

▫ special settings

▫ selection of

practices & images

shown in the film

 It’s an illusion (and that’s OK)



Assessment criteria for model‘s performance
Source: Guidelines from a large European  porn company
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„Authentic
passion“ is
work, too!

▫ Criteria for appearance!

▫ Emotional labor

▫ Extra pressure:

real orgasms, no viagra

▫ Acting/performing skills vs. 

authenticity/realness

Discourse of “authenticity”
follows a neoliberal paradigm



Pay for
your porn?



Some 
thoughts 
on “pay for 
your porn”

2. Performers get
only a small share

Good for companies ≠

good for performers

3. If you’re poor,
steal our porn

Smut accessible

for everyone!

4. Focus on the
big picture

There is no ethical 

consumption

1. There’s a reason 
why only a few pay

Even buying porn is

stigmatized



Why we pay 
for Netflix,
but not for 
porn?

Not neccessary

Everything there 
for free on tube 

sites

Not possible

Payment tricky,
leaves traces,

too expensive

Feelings of guilt

“It may get me off but immediately 
after I’m deeply ashamed of 

participating in/perpetuating sexist 

tropes and don’t want to give them 
my money!”*

*Source: Lux Alptraum – „Will we ever pay for porn again?“

https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/10/10/17943580/porn-free-pay-youporn-pornhub
1.



Who gets 
the cash
you spend 
on porn?

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

distributor's cut creator's cut
actual share might be

higher (affiliate programs)
or lower (chargebacks)

incl. fees/expenses

2.

Revenue
sharing
models
on various
VoD sites

non-curated curated

e
a
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Smut for 
everyone!?

▫ Hot and dirty smut should be

accessible for everyone

▫ But: High membership fees

make porn an upper-class luxury good.

▫ If you can‘t afford it,

we won‘t blame you for stealing it.

3.



Focus on 
the big 
picture

▫ Concepts like “feminism” and “ethics”
not compatible with capitalism

▫ Paying for porn helps us to move on...

▫ But it’s not the final destination.

There is no right fucking
in a wrong world.

4.



Our porn vision
at Meow Meow



Let‘s make
our porn...

dirty again! 

Dare to go 
beyond 

strawberries
and white linen

indescribable!

Labels are a 
useful tool for

marketing.
But we want to 
stay fluid



Let‘s make
our porn...

self-critical!  

Which social 
structures shape 

my productions? 
Which patterns 
do I reproduce?

desillusional!

Why does 
nobody ever 

have to sleep 
in the wet 
spot?



Let‘s make
our porn...

with more
boys* in it! 

We can learn a 

lot from gay 
porn...

by hiring
sex-workers.

We don't want 

to make labour 
invisible



Let‘s make
our porn...

consensual  

Both in 
production and 

consumption

unpleasant!

Challenge 
preferences 

instead of 
serving them



Let‘s make
our porn...

radical!



“ Sound 
terrific!
Now, how are
we going to
pay our bills?



“ Truth is:
We don‘t know!



Thanks for your 
attention!

Any questions?

E-Mail: 
meowmeowfilm@gmail.com

Website:
www.meow.wtf



Time to
discuss.


